RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD, JAMMU-SRINAGAR
RAILWAY COLONY (WEST), JAMMU-180 012
PROVISIONALLY EMPANELLED CANDIDATES OF CEN NO. 01/2018 FOR ALP (CAT.2)

ADDITIONAL PANEL
Based on the performance of the candidates in the Online Computer Based Tests (CBTs),
Aptitude test and subsequent verification of documents, provisional empanelment under CEN01/2018 has been done for Central Railway against their additional vacancies subject to the
condition that they will undergo medical re-examination to be conducted by Central Railway to
ascertain their present medical fitness for the post of ALP. In this regard candidates are required
to give consent to Central Railway regarding medical re-examination and that in case they are
not found fit after medical re-examination, their candidature will not be considered. Roll
Numbers of the candidates figuring in this list are arranged vertically in ascending order and not
in order of merit.
Cat 02 ALP for Central Railway
121004092080163

231010017600171

251009080420188

301027084810804

441014096400162

151005095160138

231010092610042

251010079940019

301028078660614

441015096290087

151016042730412

231014087020345

251010079940162

381002087630231

441018080430376

171025087470046

231022092450026

251010080420133

381004078210100

441021004510020

171027083870079

231029079920082

251011079940112

381004088600507

441021092550017

201006081590026

231030017600016

251012079940077

381006079900207

441021095000156

201009093500288

251001076870011

251013079940093

381018078210092

441024086940030

201015050810103

251001079940010

251014079940003

381018087630431

441026079730005

201022048020004

251001097050006

251018079940074

381020087630034

441028079450226

201026093880032

251001097050046

251018080420112

391001086650006

441028095060020

201030081600195

251002097050001

251018097050042

421029088220233

441029080441138

221012083340112

251004076870011

251026080420017

441006080430400

441030079420205

221012083480027

251006080420017

261006083200166

441008096290266

451003087010344

221025080380055

251007079940052

301013092390037

441010079450101

451010093380109

231001023840133

251008079940088

301015078661118

441010080430841

451014087010049

231003031700029

251009079940072

301018024330188

441012079550063

451020087010174

231008096920043

251009080420128

301027078660285

441013079390447

461024081162341

Total Eighty Six only (86)

461028079310078

Empanelment being provisional, no right to appointment is conferred unless candidates fulfill all
the laid down eligibility criteria. Appointment letters to the candidates will be issued by the
Central Railway, Mumbai, subject to their suitability in all respects, availability of vacancies, final
verification of certificates etc. as per extant rules. While every care has been taken in preparing
the results, the possibility of inadvertent errors cannot be ruled out. RRB/Jammu does not
undertake responsibility for such errors and reserve the unfettered right to rectify such errors.
IMPORTANT: Beware of unscrupulous persons who may misguide the candidates with false
promises of getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in
the RRB examination is fully computerized and selection is based purely on the merit.
Date: 08-07-2022

Chairman/RRB/J-S/Jammu

